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ForewordForeword
This book was penned over the course of two years (2006-2008), and the manuscript, replete with artwork, introduction, and 
afterword, was put together during another two years (2009-2010). This long process witnessed many twists and turns in the authors' 
lives, including my decision to join the Baha'i Faith and then move from Philadelphia to the Brussels area in early 2009. The quality of 
both the poems and the artwork, whose chronological development is not preserved in the order in which they appear herein, reflects 
much of that process.

It wasn't until 2011 that Ben and I settled upon licensing the manuscript via Creative Commons and passing it around informally, free 
of charge, among friends, family, and colleagues, who have been waiting patiently for its release since the writing and drawing 
process finished in 2008. For those who are not members of our circles, if this book finds its way into your hands or onto your hard 
disk, we pray that you find it a powerful experience. If you would like to contact Ben and I, our contact details are at the back.

We have chosen to forego a table of contents, as we want to enforce the experience of embarking upon a journey. However, there is a 
brief guide provided in the introduction. As for the interpretation of the text, as well as information about the artwork, you shall find 
that in the afterword that follows the concluding poem. I originally wrote both the introduction and afterword in 2008.  However, I 
have opted to leave them unchanged, as I find that, in many ways, the sentiments I describe therein, crescendoing as they did not long 
before my decision to become a Baha'i, were and remain an important part of my journey.

—Christopher Schwartz, 2011
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IntroductionIntroduction
The poems you are about to read may be treated as stand-alone pieces, but if you want a more interesting experience, read them 
together, in sequence. The reason is because they tell a story that has a beginning, middle, and end. Moreover, because everything is 
seen from the main character’s point of view, each line of verse is supposed to be an actual thought or emotion within him. My 
intended effect would therefore probably be confused or altogether lost if you read the poems out of sequence.   

My stylistic goal with this book has been to combine several story-telling mediums. On the one hand, I merged poetry, the rock-n-roll 
concept album, and the manga graphic novel. Thus, seemingly stand-alone poems are threaded together by resonating themes and 
statements, each accompanied by artwork that visualizes and interprets the verse. On the other hand, I borrowed from opera the 
techniques of echoing motifs, harmony and dissonance, foreshadowing and catharsis, and a sweeping plot. 

My creative goal was to use this hybrid format to tell a meaningful story. Though I hope you’ll see many potential interpretations, the 
specific topic I had in mind was death: what is its purpose and what are its secrets? Mankind’s scriptures, for example the Koran, state 
that “our return is to the one who made us.” However, it is unclear precisely which part of us returns. Is it our incarnate physical selves 
or our bodiless eternal souls?  

The main character of this story is a young man and poet. His real name is never given but he is twice addressed as “Xerxs” (after 
Xerxes, the great ancient Persian conqueror). He is a mystical personality: in the first part of the story, he has several dreams and 
insights that foreshadow future events. However, he is unprepared to don the ascetic mantle until the death of his lover (referred to by 
him as his “lovely”) galvanizes him to act upon his visions.

Enraged by her death, as well as his sense of the impending destruction of the world, the poet embarks upon a crusade to forge 
meaning from nothingness and bring justice to the one presumed beyond all justice—God Himself. As he sees it, God only desires our 
eternal selves, not our physical selves, i.e., our souls but not our personalities, not our hopes, fears, dreams, or anything that 
distinguishes us as individuals. The human person is like smoke in a bottle: his or her individuality is merely packaging for spiritual 
matter that is everlasting but without identity. God is selfish, caring nothing for what Mankind values, and His intention is to shatter 
everything we love and dispose of it so that he can horde the eternal soul. Essentially, through death, in both its individual form (old 
age, disease, etc.) and its collective form (Doomsday), God is waging a silent genocide against His own creations.

The poet's peculiar jihad takes him to the ends of this world and the next, where he discovers that there are indeed such things as the 
soul and everlasting life. In the wastes of the Middle East, he has several confrontations with entities that may or may not be people, 
including an ascetic personage near Jerusalem and even the Devil within himself. A great rending occurs in which the whole world 
perishes, but even after his death and the demise of the universe, he refuses to relent. He continues his quest deep into the afterlife, 
only to discover that immortality contains riddles more powerful than death.

I wrote this to be a story about dichotomies—variety against homogeneity, contingency against eternality, human against divine, a 
man against himself. The story draws heavily upon my Jewish heritage, my explorations of Islam, the archetypal psychology and 
mythology of Carl Jung and Joseph Campbell, the Buddhist and Gnostic Christian traditions, and the experience of being a poet. 
When all is said and done, though, the final interpretaion is up to you.

—Christopher Schwartz, 2008
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Before the quest The quest in this world The quest in the next world
Undaunted Dante: Prologue to the story.
Dollar Bill Lotus: The poet's first vision.
These Are My Dancing Shoes: The poet 
meets his lovely.
The Destiny: His second vision, in which 
he has a mysterious encounter.
Her Dress: His lovely falls ill; 
premonitions of doom.
Xerxs: The third vision.
The Secrets of Her Bedroom: His lovely 
whithers and dies.
Counting Pennies: He buries her.
Faithfall: His spiritual crisis unfolds, 
reaches a terrible depth.

The Mantle: His quest begins.
Late Ghost: Leaves America by boat.
Melange: He arrives in Akka.
The Infidel: He duels with an ascetic 
mystic near Jerusalem.
Ferocious and Beautiful: His doubts 
intensify; he encounters several entities.
The Vigil: Becoming an ascetic himself, he 
sojourns alone in the desert.
Tape Deck Devil: He confronts the Devil 
within himself.
Sheolette: He then confronts death. 
Shimmering and Annihilating: The end of 
his life and the end of the world.

Smoke in a Bottle: The poet passes 
through limbo and enters the afterlife.
The Chambers: He suffers a harrowing 
metaphysical ordeal.
The Decision: He experiences Judgment.
The Garden: He enters Paradise.
The Flame: He confronts the entity from 
his second vision. 
You: The path is finally made clear.
The Transcendence: …





Undaunted DanteUndaunted Dante
ABANDON ALL HOPE YE WHO ENTER HERE, reads the sign above the womb’s gate 
writ in the blood of my ancestors, but its poet knew me not, for I shall never believe

from nothingness I was spat into the gorgeous horror of existence
now I crawl, now I walk, now I question, now I teach, now I wonder, now I pray

many friends and many foes I meet, many dreams and many dreads we create
many muses and many madnesses I know, many sages and many sinners we are

who are you?  your beloved. why are you? I will be because I will be.
who am I? you are smitten. why am I? to chase after me. wait! wait for me!

and so I am running: running after she who flees me, from here to who knows where
now I hate, now I love, now I sob, now I sing, now I tremble, now I dare
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Dollar Bill LotusDollar Bill Lotus
you lay upon the bed
naked as an unfurled oriental scroll
ancient pictographs drip off the papyrus
and cascade from your head down your neck

you look at me
a gaze dark as the space under a bent bible page corner
baals and prophets war while a messiah whispers in red
and their spilt blood shimmers on your lips

you moan my name
lonely as the fluttering of a newspaper in a city street
scandals and revolutions disintegrate with the kiss of wind
and history is breathed from your mouth into my ear

you part your legs
revealed as a dollar bill lotus bloomed in the artist’s palm
folded up folded down folded in unfolded
and all the cosmos are enfolded between your thighs

the origami master pinches space and bends time
twists the corners of dreams and crumples prayers
folds in half civilizations and pulls apart graves
and then opens his hand

a green banknote bud blossoms
brilliant as the hand which birthed it is invisible
emerald fractal pollen spews into the black ink void
and intricate geometries nova into being

amidst the petals sits a jade sage
enlightened as the formless waters were silent
eternal wisdoms crackle in his black irises
and then he opens his hand

a green flower bud blossoms
verdant as eternity is endless
you rise nude from the golden pistil
and lay upon the bed of the universe
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These Are My Dancing ShoesThese Are My Dancing Shoes
human touch is always a surprise, entombed in flesh and narrowness of eyes
and suddenly fingers slip through mine

she says I have sad, sorry eyes: everywhere I glance, I apologize
and then she presses her lips to mine

I just wish someone felt the way I do
then she says, these are my dancing shoes, and it’s a cascade the way she moves

her shoes are green, her skin cinnamon
there’s a cliff beside me, the fall is long, but I’m content, I’m where I belong

you can have my loneliness, she says to me
there’s a cliff beside her, the fall is long
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The DestinyThe Destiny
she presses against me · nude mahogany flushed with love and autumn chill
I strum the small of her back · an eight-string guitar crafted by the elusive luthier
shuddering, she sighs liberation · tones of tears, an octave of transcendence
she sings the secret hymn of the heart · the revelation crescendos: I am merely her echo

   somewhere in the deeps of dread · a fire burns 
   kindled upon shards of a lotus tree · lit by the breath of the Only One 
   the smoke rises toward the stars · but is captured within bottles of glass 
   he peers into each · strands swirling within fragile forms 

the evening is its deepest now · finding us entwined
her breath steadies · eyelids flutter
wandering deeps of dread · drawn to a distant fire
I miss her when she dreams · somewhere far without me

 she is the twirl of incense
graceful frankincense and mirth 

i am the blaze of forest fires
all wind, wrath, and wonder 

she is the spice of bedouin cooking-fires
bitter with mélange and love 

i am the scent of lightning
citrus of photon, fury, and fantasy 

she is the serenity of embers
beautiful unto her last ruby glimmer 

i am the lunacy of electrons
destined to dream, then defy, then dim 

the door flies open  · a man barges in 
his face is made of shadow · his glare is blankness
he wants her for unknown ends · but I’ll not let him take her
I lunge at the stranger, he thrashes about · we wrestle long into the night

   hand upon his chin, eyes squinting · he studies a bottle clasped between his fingers 
   he mutters, ah, a lyrical vapor, so very rare · this one I shall mark for wisdom
   yes, glass is fragile and every bottle must break · that which he holds dearest must be taken from him
   he shall be tormented but he shall rise · for all shall be destroyed so that all may be revealed
  
my hands are clasped around his throat · but he says, is Man to attain all that he desires?
I cry, is this the choice we’re left? · the words or the poem, the soul or the person!
and he laughs, to the Only One belongs everything · no! I shout, no author owns us!
can the poem overcome the poet? he growls · the ink has already dried upon the parchment

   he who is near his Maker is near the flame · but he who is far from Him is far from the light
   can the smoke persist without the flame? · can the flame burn without the smoke? 
   we shall strive against each other · though this be a war in which neither side can prevail
   then he grabs a bottle of incense by its neck · menaces to smash it – 

Man was created to be tried with afflictions, the stranger says · to march onwards state to state
all that ever lived is doomed to die · but the face of the Only One shall abide forever
he jabs me in the thigh, knocking me to the floor · then turns to her sleeping form
and I awake, lying beside her  · the morning sun is high, her breath is slow

as I look upon her I remember his words:

   glass is fragile and every bottle must break · a thirst for smoke your Crafter must slake
   the universe exists for the Only One’s sake · and everything you hold dear He shall take
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Her DressHer Dress
I watch you prepare your dress
measure the dark fabric 
mark the cloth with white chalk
pin it, put it under the needle, sew
and I wonder why you love me so

I watch you prepare your fate
fabric black as a fresh grave
patiently stitching a premonition
though we never did truly know
and I wonder how you love me so

I watch the groundskeeper prepare my grave
measure soil black as sleep
mark a coffin shape and dig
his shovel a needle piercing my soul
and I pray for someone to love me so

I watch my life glimmer in the stars above 
and then she lays down beside me 
but it’s me who’s long dead, not her
my lovely, don’t do this, no
you don’t need to love me so

I watch her prepare her dress
preparing it for our journey 
quietly stitching her doom
and eons later we’re buried in the hole
why did she love me so?

X 





XerxsXerxs
   were I to lose you, my lovely
   I would swim to Israel
   climb the peak of Mount Carmel
   leap to shores of the Galilee
and dig a cave with a view of the sea
   live with ghosts and memories
   trade with goats and kibbutzim
   war with golems and my shadow
and worship the moon in the mosque of Akka
   grow a jagged beard for my 
      jagGed miNd 
   search the Syrian sky
      for the comet of Elohim’s sign
and then ask a Bedouin how far ‘til I die
   ‘cos I’ve mused with the skull of old Yaakov, 
   just what worth is my life without love?
   only smoke I’ll be made of
and he replied, every life is a verse
   so much meaning yet all too terse
   thou hath conquered many words, dear Xerxs 
   but the rhyme of thine heart must ye coerce? 
and yet thou yearn to flee some hidden serenity
   the wilds of the world beckon thee 
   a wolf’s howl stilled by thine lovely 
   but if she is lost, to thineself guarantee: 
   "I shall hunt down mine destiny!"
other whispers everywhere, 
   in newspapers and the breeze, 
   in friends’ words and dreams, 
   all say to me: thine neck is in a snare
   ignore the shadows of the world
do not listen to the discord 
   destiny is a mare, she rides to her lord, 
   her stride strong and sharp as a sword
   with great care, thine master has made a plan for thee: 
   ride thine destiny, and so be free!
but I don’t want to listen
   dive deep into the darkest mire 
   wrestle the slyest viper, this I desire
   for by the Writer I’ve been stricken
   blessed with skill of the pen, yet not worth writing
I don’t want existence quickened!
   I want life to have meaning!  
   destiny is not for any man’s gleaning  
   from thine dawn unto thine eve 
   to survive ye must believe.  
but is there no hope in being?  
   ye see yet are not seeing 
   chase desires and walk evil’s way  
   ye must flee the woods of dismay 
   but for now, dear Xerxs, we hath no more to say
somewhere sometime we shall meet again along the way...
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The Secrets of Her BedroomThe Secrets of Her Bedroom
she drew me close, she drew me close
touched my chest, unbuttoned her dress

I remember when she took me home
her hand in mine, passing through the door
cloistered darkness, blankets on the floor

the dresses she had sewn, the fears she told no one
the dreams she cherished, the sins she had done 

I remember when she thinned to bone
her tears flowing, song of what might have been
fingers clawing, who we were scratched into my skin

heart beating, my ear pressed against her chest
sweat pouring, chilling presence of the unasked guest

the thief has come, Hades for my Persephon
he says, I’ve threaded this needle with oblivion
its point pricks her vein, the numb rush has begun

a moment ago she loved me, now she doesn’t even care
she says, stop chaining me, I want to chase my nightmares 

penetrating her tomb, seeding her sepulchral bloom
she was once a lotus that flowered for me alone
and after so many years unknown to myself I thought I knew:
I was the poet who tilled her garden of hidden words

desire to be consumed, gaze fixed upon her dark groom
she says, the grim man beckons, and it’s him I truly desire
you’re not man enough like him— flaccid pen to his potent lyre

her head flung back, legs grinding upon his gravestone
hair flowing wildly, riding his chariot toward the dim throne

was I the sickness that slew her? were my words her cancer?
my desires like Midas’ touch, counting love in stacks of pennies 
a miser amidst lotuses, pruning the buds to starve the hungry bees

now I ink my quill with regret, its point pricks my vein  
the red hot rush flows through me, autophobia burns my brain

interred in her womb, my dreams for us never to be exhumed
her hand slipping from mine, her flesh turned to earth
she dances with the other, his rot germ she’ll give birth

she groans, oh how virile is he, treating me like the hole I am
just before he feeds her to the ammit, gnawed meat and spasm

once one person in two halves, now the secrets of her bedroom are all I have
her heartbeat stills, her skin chills

she slips away, she slips way
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The Secrets ofThe Secrets of



Counting PenniesCounting Pennies
it was her idea to count the pennies
the promise of a piggy bank
the sorrow of shattered porcelain
red copper bleeding onto the bed sheet
Lincoln staring down history
again, again, again, again

it wasn’t my idea to count pennies
rot brown of paper coin wrappers
her cinnamon scent, so close
destiny stacked 50¢ by 50¢
Lincoln lowered into his grave
again, again, again, again

counting pennies was how she loved me
carefully but with all her heart
sitting beside me in the vault
fortunes sealed behind ten inches of steel
Lincoln enters the opera house
again, again, again, again
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FaithfallFaithfall
my lovely has gone
decayed into sonnets
epitaphs comparing loss 
to embers of cigarettes
is she to join the ranks
of Lesbia, the Dark Lady, Beatrice, or Abla?
trite formulaicisms
as dusty as her grave
but what consolation is there in today’s brave new poetry?
deconstructed free verse
versing deconstructed freedom
but without the traditions
all just rootless, stillborn
and intimating the coming sunset

wandering the necropolic library
searching for a tome
amidst leatherbound tombs
do these poets ink-interred
crypting wisdoms of old
hide the secrets of resurrection within their fading words?
codices ripe with putrefaction 
ink hemolysizing
how can they help me when they can’t even raise themselves from the dead?
vanities in carefully metered rhyme 
all just iambic ambience
and prosody twists, turns
down the path to prosaicy
sub sole nihil novi est

an Arabic poem
and some Greek good news
parables preaching parabolas 
of perdition and predestiny
paradise riding a winged dromedary
a kingdom through a needle’s eye
sons of God, or sons of Mary; the cross for one, or for all to carry?
nailed to wooden creeds 
that seep sap too venomous to sip
hollow, am I faithful, or do I stand upon the edge my faithfall? 
everyone hoping for a hereafter
that denies the here for the after
offered a hell of a heaven
my own answer I must win
a psalm for the twilight 
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The MantleThe Mantle
I’m sitting in the windowsill beside you, talking cultures and yesterdays
I’m running in the rain chasing after you, wishing you would turn around and kiss me
I’m standing in the mosque away from you, watching the congregation bow as one

in a hundred years, we shall all be dead.

I’m sitting in the windowsill beside you, talking silence and tomorrows
I’m running in the rain chasing after you, wishing you would never be forgotten
I’m standing in the mosque away from you, watching you turn around and see me

in a hundred years, we shall all be dead.

I’m sitting in the windowsill beside you, talking with words that vanish
I’m running in the rain chasing after you, wishing memories were time and space
I’m standing in the mosque away from you, watching the darkness gradually descend

in a hundred years, we shall all be dead.

moments slip from my grasp and dust creeps into my bones, and all the while a serpent’s at my heel
yet, somewhere, somehow, I’m still beside you, still chasing after you, still yearning for you
so I pull the mantle over my head, and set out across my life toward that horizon of dread

XX 





Late GhostLate Ghost
growling storm clouds amass above the pinnacles of my masts

 and the cold water, so recently calm, now churns and seethes 
the silver crescent, shimmering listlessly upon the waves, asks me:

rogue-poet, toward what shore are you travelling?
I answer, away to a country that is like an oasis at the bottom of the sea

a fecund moment of lucidity amid the dark hadalpelagic confusion 
whence philosophies ever-new ride desert tides

to conquer the transitory empires of littorality 
and in that ancient yet re-virginal place 

I hope to hear a qasida that can slay eternity

the liquid skin of the planet-monster begins to undulate violently
 I sense the primordial heart thunder within the surging swells

and the beast’s saline breath billows savagely against my sails
then upon the sponson appears a diaphany in a moonlit dress

—spectral metonym for unplumbed psychic depths—
she lunglessly speaks: I’m sorry I didn’t get your message

I was in the basement ‘til midnight just sewing things  
my sister bought me a new sewing machine yesterday

maybe we’ll talk today, I’ll try to phone you tonight
I’m never too sure how late is too late

the ocean, vast facelessness, its tongue licking my keel
teeth made of sharks, abyssalpelagic spittle frothing upon my prow

for fleeting human memories hungers this ancient shai-huludian maw
I’m eating the rest of the stale pretzels you never took with you, she says

I wish you were here to eat these pretzels with me
my sloop, defiant, crashes through the foamy crest

sprays of salt blasting my eyes, stinging, blinding—
the salt might just taste like salt if you were here

—no! I’ll not be descending to the depths tonight
for I’ve already lost so many unspoken words, all drowned in the raining years!

steering my frail vessel through the onslaught of the Tiamatic monsoon
Scylla behind me, roaring the agonies of my past—and ahead yaws Charybdis
rogue-poet, laughs the moon, where is your harpoon?

she was always too late in everything she did
too late, too fearful, too frigid, too frail

there was so much life to live had she not been so busy sewing in her hell
I plug my ears and cry: my harpoon is hatred for all things endless

“to the last I will grapple with thee; from hell's heart I stab at thee!”
and white-knuckling my tiller, I plunge into the dread vortex, riding the centrifugal fury

on the other side the storm relents, and ahead of me I can finally see: the shore
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MélangeMélange
the sea
scent of salt, scent of coffee 
Jews in Arab cafés, Arabs in Jewish clothes
shirts hanging upon strings, fish dangling from lines in the marina
waves crashing against a man and his son, laughter mingling with the ocean’s thunder
across the bay Mount Carmel rises into a storm
a Bedouin in a khufiyya hands me a drink
¾ coffee, ¼ wine: he calls it a mélange
brew it for many many days, he says
and stir with rue and recollection
slick red iron on my tongue
it tastes like her goodbye
blood coursing in veins
heartbeat pounding
waves surging
sting of salt
the sea
lichens on stone, lichens in our genes
ancestors in the granite, cemeteries made of pavement
feet stroll fault lines of centuries – how many have walked this way before?
scimitars and swords, crescents and crosses, walls that defeated Napoleon but fell to Herzl
across the bay Mount Carmel rises higher into the storm
Elijah waits there, asleep on shores freed from Persia
¾ earth, ¼ stars and sky: he calls it humanity
brew it for many many evenings, he says
and serve with care and conversation
soldiers lighting each other’s cigs
faithful praying in the mosque
dialogues without words
Okashi paints a poem
I write a painting
scent of acrylic
brush strokes
waves rush
the sea
oysters on the shore—I feel unsure
Caesarian my mother’s womb, crack me open: is a diamond inside?
I’ve come to conquer, but I see there are too many words here, too many rhymes to coerce
Hubal’s hiding in the green mosque, al-Uzzat has some verses for me to read
across the bay Haifa is devoured by the storm
¾ anguish, ¼ grace: he calls it history
brew it for many many eons, he says
and drink with hubris and hope
uncertainty on my tongue
terror coursing in nerves
muscles spasm, seize
waves cresting
blast of salt
the sea
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The InfidelThe Infidel
he beckoned me here · through gardens of Gethsemane
as a hunter to a deer · with pen-bow, my spear poetry
have I come to slay or to hear? · and then he says with calm certainty:

reality is multi-layered.

there is a multi-layered objective world, and there is a multi-layered subject-consciousness which knows that world. but to reduce  
reality to the most external is to destroy its depth and its height.  

tea steam enshrouds his face · in a mantle of thin white haze
smoke-veiled eyes reflecting mine · alright then, riddler, let’s hear your lies

I represent the lifestyle-sublime; to meet me is to meet the embodiment of centuries of cultivation. I was born in Rome, in Jerusalem,  
in Tehran, in Varanas. I am that which is deeply informed feeling and intelligence, the accurate vision of reality.  

such vision is not easy to come by, for it takes a great deal of spiritual effort and the election of God.

scent of olives, trace of orange · my tongue recalls the flavor of mélange
no surprise that some are chosen · born for ease and glory in heaven
you drink undeserved accolades · while the rest of us choke like slaves

no,  nowadays the situation created by human beings is taken as the norm, then we try to apply divine teachings to it; if it doesn’t  
work, we see it as the fault of the teachings, not of ourselves. that is why were are all reformers of everything except ourselves.  

reform! reform yourself, O Man!

you play poker with devils and win · happy in your ease, God’s favored plaything
when have you ever bled for a prayer? · your bourgeois faith I’ll have nothing of
give me toil, give me hate, give me fear · rather the cesspools of doubt than His glory above!

hah! Man’s steps are impelled toward a dim place of unwilling abode. we are naught but frail atoms in the heavens of the infinite, and  
we cannot but obey and surrender to the will of Providence. if we love, our love is neither from us nor is it for us, and if we rejoice,  

our joy is not from us nor is it for us.

my love is holy, wholly, and mine · I gave her every word, every rhyme
God’s “love” is black poison brine · he gave me shadows and too little time

yes He did, but you are blind to His glory. the soul does not see anything in life save that which is in the soul itself, and it does not  
believe except in its own private event. nothing is done by any one of us that isn’t vanished into smoke. Man is like verse written upon  

the surface of the rills.
a poet who murders his own verse? · his ink is the Styx, his pen a hearse

rogue-poet, you risk devolving into unbelief if you persist in despising His will!

the only infidel here is you · hiding in your cave, sipping platitudes
these graves are filled with those slain for His lust · I’ll take my war to Hell if I must!

I beckoned you here. through gardens of Gethsemane, as a hunter to a deer with a lance made of poetry, you came— but was it to slay  
or was it to hear? you wear your fear as an armor of rage— but what protection can it avail you?

I have nothing more to tell you. go now to the city below, to the dread awaiting you. 
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Ferocious and BeautifulFerocious and Beautiful
like a dying philosopher’s speculation my rhyme grasps for meaning
but my pen is parched for ink dripping dust onto the parchment
etching unremitting solitude into a scroll the calligraphy of wandering far

I was a lover once an Antara with his Abla
dark Arabian knight wielding verse a thousand and one times Scheherazade’d  
her needle eye threaded with my pen’s lust we sewed the ancient songs of Edenic divisions

woven together in history’s loom Adam again and again descending into Eve’s tomb
the seamstress’ spool splintered on the floor lyric-yarn bleeding through the generations
until a final duet sings the antediluvian rhapsody and the hymnal tapestry is stitched—or torn

what am I now? a fading manuscript far too rescensioned 
my life’s redactions have pierced the hymn what story do I tell, in what meter do I recite?
you can see the stylus’s scars holes in parchment, pattern in holes

a Dante without his Virgil’s wit or am I merely the battleground 
between faith and chance the canticle of antithesis and zenith?
I’ve been compelled to this sacred city atop a hill seeking drink from a fountain of words

but the starshaded gold dome shimmers psalms of silence and the olive trees only offer me a terrible cup
and so, meandering these moonlit streets, I ask you daughters of Jerusalem, have you seen Beatrice
my lost Qedarite bride? comely as Arabian tents her dress the complexion of my wandering 

she said to me, never would I have dreamed that in our short time together could I know 
something so ferocious and beautiful then she dissolved into the roaring hourglass sands
the shifting calligraphy of finitude         etched into the flesh of a rotting papyrus scroll

and at the lion’s gate a Bedouin says, seek insight like silver, only ask “why?”
you make riddles of yours prayers        then denounce God as cruel
listen to the mind of your heart and the heart of your mind you wallow in misery, yet that misery is you

and so I am become parchment pages scattering in the wind leaving it all behind, nothing to cling to
going out there, into the expanse within the hourglass deep into the desert’s quiet screeching din
tracing the calligraphy of liminality seeking something ferocious and beautiful

seeking the song our souls have sung
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The VigilThe Vigil
alone below a sky burned through with molten gold

trudging upon ageless stones bleached grey
climbing crags chiselled by a dead sea  

ruins of a monastery rise from the blur of heat
legs stagger toward archways without a roof

blistered bloody crunch of glass shards

chipped marble pillars, some lying in heaps
capstones littered with the skeletons of stylites

prayers atomized in the blaze of the sun

charred skin itches with my question 
the last of my sweat drips from my brow

knees crumble onto a broken marble floor

a hermit’s skull grins at me
hello, dear Xerxs

so many words conquered
but none of the rhymes make sense

flee toward serenity
from yourself do not hide

a Bedouin and his steed
across the sands they ride

outside, a desert of din
choir of heat and dust
the long loud silence howls

inside, a desert of despair
refracted light merging into searing white

a presence kneels before me
jade jewel twinkling in her ear

she looks into my eyes

please tell me what you see

a Bedouin and his steed
across the sun you ride

XXX 





Tape Deck DevilTape Deck Devil
listen: it whispers, listen: it whispers 
inside each of us is a tape deck 
its message kills all other sounds
every kind word and every prayer 

inside each of us is a tape deck 
its message kills all other sounds
until we can only hear its voice 

listen: it whispers, listen: it whispers 
to you and to me, to you and to me

its words are special for each of us 
but the message is really the same 
static hisssssssssssssssssssssssssssss

its words are special for each of us
but the message is really the same
and it is hungry for loudspeakers

listen: it whispers, listen: it whispers
in you and in me, in you and in me

the sound of all we want to hear
slick silk slithering in the brain
a trail of tar streaked cross the mind

the sound of all we want to hear
slick silk snake coiling in the nerves
and we spew its words with junky joy

listen: it whispers, listen: it whispers
thru you and thru me, thru you and thru me

the playback is forever on repeat
our souls are impaled on the spokes
and we’re wrapped in magnetic tendrils

the playback is forever on repeat
our souls are impaled on the spokes
until we’re strangled by the ribbons

listen: it whispers, listen: it whispers mothers and fathers, friends and lovers
thru you and thru me, thru you and thru me siblings and citizens, races and nations
round round round the cassette tape goes all the world is spinning in a tape deck

two hubs where there were eyes mothers and fathers, friends and lovers
flat plastic where there was a face siblings and citizens, races and nations
and a creature grins with our lips squeezed tight in the python’s ribbons

we’re played again and again and again our ears are filled with the devil’s whispers
and again and again and again and again we cannot hear the breeze in the trees
until finally we snap, silent and dead we cannot hear our loved ones’ pleas

listen: it whispers, listen: it whispers listen: it whispers, listen: it whispers
thru you and thru me, thru you and thru me my lovely, we don’t have to be this way
round round round the cassette tape goes hear the song of the spheres, no more tears
round round round the people-players turn cut the ribbons, free of lying fears        XXXII 





SheoletteSheolette
she is the shadow in the back of my eyes, voluptuous enigma of dread 
tiny candle, don’t be shy, say hello. I’ve many mysteries for you   
 
her gaze shimmers with what cannot be known, what mustn’t be known
tiny candle, peer into the iris of my eye and see the pattern of your flicker   
 
temptress of gnosis, seductress of hypnosis, phantasm of fascination
tiny candle, let me stroke you, rub away the wax and free your wick core    
 
between her thighs is the deepest darkness, cool and damp and erogenous 
tiny candle, enter me, extinguish your flame with the wetness of my kiss 
 
please, i don’t want to go just yet, but then my life swells within me 
whiff of smoke, you’re a fine perfume for me. ah, sweet aroma of inevitability
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Shimmering and AnnihilatingShimmering and Annihilating
a crystal blue morning, the kind you never forget
and then from the place where not even quasars shine,
the trumpet blows.
they appear in the sky: white wings riding bolts of lightning 
and their voices ring across the horizons:
O Man, your hearts are taken up with worldly gain from the cradle to the grave
but you shall learn! woe for you, you shall learn!
and just then the earth convulses, tossing mountains into the air like tufts of wool
washing cities with stone rain and molten mists
the sun is overtaken by eclipse and the sky is rent apart
stars fall, shimmering, annihilating
a day of terrible marvels, dreads multiplied upon dreads
and it all can mean only one horrific thing: the end of eons is here.
I’m running past burning bodies, deafened by screams, choking on ash
when I find her amidst the rubble, crouched in a corner, arms wrapped around her trembling knees
she’s so afraid
an apparition? or have hollow bones been restored from death?
I reach for her but it's as though I were pushing my hand through glass
my lovely, I see you, I’m here, beside you!
I never abandoned you! I can still save you!  
I can still save you!  
but she cannot see me, she cannot hear me, I cannot touch her
we are cut off, separated, i s  o   l     a     t       e       d
atoms of loneliness cowering in the raging chaos
we cannot find each other, we never could
why? why can’t we be each other’s keepers!
in a shard of glass upon the ground I see my reflection:
he stares back at me with menace and says,
I created Man in a most noble image
and in the end I shall reduce him to the lowest of the low
the tethers of gravity snap: upside down, spinning round and round and round
the cinders of my murdered world envelop me
my eyes burst, my lungs burn, my heart thrusts 
surrounded in haze, the debris of history mingling with the dust of my life
seeing nothing, I hear the grinding gears of the engine of the world:
sunglow   desperate touch   together   lover and friend   rose of sharon   
silent snow   a winter sky   purring cat   window sill   
swamp bullfrogs   say jump   turn day   
twilight blue   forest wild   alone and lost   
wolf howls   moonrise   grave’s sleep
the sound scrapes at the core of my mind
and that menacing voice returns, whisper-roaring:
I swear to you that Man was created to be tried with afflictions
to march onwards state to state
all that ever lived is doomed to die
but the face of the Only One shall abide forever
and I’m screaming into the darkness
if we couldn’t have been forever, then why were we ever?
why were we ever?
why
were
we
ever!
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Smoke in a BottleSmoke in a Bottle
we don’t know what’s going to happen in this life
long before the struggle upwards begins, there’s a tremor in the seed
self-protection cracks: roots reach down and grab hold
the seed swells and tender shoots push up toward light
a force so tough it can cleave stone…
we don’t know what’s going to happen in this life
I don’t want to go to Heaven
an old Jew once said, “Man should always have two pockets:
in one he should keep a note, ‘I am but dirt, dust, and ashes’
and in the other he should keep a second note, ‘the world was created for me alone’”
but should we slip into a back pocket another note, 
“the world was created for its creator alone”?
we don’t know what’s going to happen in this life
I don’t want to go to Heaven
I’m afraid I’m going to forget you
the young tree is chopped down and cut into shards
then neatly piled upon the beach and lit
lips breathe onto the tiny sparks
and cause them to hatch into vermilion tendrils
twittering and flickering up toward the moon…
we don’t know what’s going to happen in this life
I don’t want to go to Heaven
I’m afraid I’m going to forget you
I’m afraid I’m going to forget me
the primordial ocean licks the shore
its foamy tides streaking along the trough
enriching the beach with thousands of phytoplankton
these drifters of the deep now splayed upon the earth
skittering and gasping for the water that forsook them
a hand—the very hand that slew the tree—drops its axe
scoops palmfuls of the sopping, swarming sand into the flames
and molds glass from the melted silica and plankta
as the smoke begins to billow…
I’m afraid I’m going to forget us
are we all just strands of smoke caught in bottles?
swirling and swirling within the confines of our forms
until the corks are popped and the glass is shattered
and we rise and rise upon the ocean breeze toward the night sky
I don’t want it to be true!
it's the bottles that give us shape
we do not fall in love with vapors
no, we yearn for the contours of their face!
when we understand conditionality, we find the insoluble
is it a thief who made us?
will he melt away our cracks and smudges  
annihilate that which makes each of us unique
just so he can horde our indistinct incense?
when we understand conditionality, we find the insoluble
but when we dispute conditionality, we end up with nothing
have we no choice?
I demand a choice!
I do not want to break!
I do not want you to break!
I’m going to miss you, my darling
come back to me!
please oh please don’t float away!
I love you!
I loved you too…     XXXVIII 





The ChambersThe Chambers
within a foggy warren, burrowed into the underside of a hill, I find a hole
passing through this portal, descending into the cool damp earth, I come to a wooden door
cracked red oak, chipped black iron, rusted chains hanging like vines from the lock
the metal device snaps easily in my hands (but I didn’t move them from my sides)
and the door swings aside without a creak  (but I didn’t push against it)
a tunnel revealed, long and dim, roots crawling along its dirt walls
I move forward (but I’m not moving my feet), deeper into the earth, and I feel a sharp pain in my mind
(coruscating sunlight, green leaves rustling in the wind, laughter) 
like a searing hot poker driven through my head, and then I feel lighter, less corporeal
the walls expand into a chamber, every inch filled with cobwebs and mushrooms
and passing through here I come upon another door, oaken as the one before, and it swings aside
another stab of pain (shimmering silver moonlight, fingers grazing skin, sighs) and deeper I go
further down the rabbit hole, to and through another door and another chamber, to and through more pain
(flickering light bulb, pen scratching upon paper, ideas flowing through ink) lighter and lighter, thinner and thinner
travelling deeper and deeper and deeper, pain (a kiss) and pain (a shout) and pain (a tear sliding down a cheek)
and I realize: these are my memories (these are my memories) being whittled off me with each descent
but why? (in every piece of stone there is a statue waiting to be freed) where am I? (in the place after the grave)
the doorways are knives, every passage shaving away my experiences (my experiences)
the chambers are cisterns, every room pooling my thoughts and feelings (my thoughts and feelings)
and the mushrooms are millennia, all of history, an eon of impressions, left to rot and decay (rot and decay)
travelling deeper and deeper and deeper, pain (a hope) and pain (a fear) and pain (a girl holding me close to her)
but why? (we all go in, but none of us come out) who am I? (once, a man; soon, nothing more than a soul)
these memories are mine! every shame (every shame), every joy (every joy), these make me who I am (who I am)
you cannot strip me of them, it’s wrong! (but these memories do not belong to me) what? how could that be? 
(the one who created me also caused my experiences, which were the roots of my memories; thus, they are his)
is nothing ours? (everything is God’s) no! if everything belongs to God then nothing belongs to God!
I come upon a door made of iron: the final descent. through there lies oblivion, whether it be heaven or hell
the lock does not break (my hands stay at my sides) and I look around me at all the mushrooms in their fungal bloom
an eon of impressions molding in neverwhere—all of history waiting to be reclaimed!
devouring the spores I feel every dream (every dream) and every dread (every dread) of Man pulsing within me 
like electric starfire coursing through my veins and novaglare exploding within my eyes
like my lover’s skin remembered in my fingertips and like everything that has ever been beating in my footsteps
because I’m running, arms wide, head back streaking like a meteor, exploding through the door
I’m running, onward and onward and onward, toward whatever awaits on the other side
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The Decision
the door shuts
formlessness swallows me
dark as a theater right before the show
there are others here in the room
I sense their presence
millions and millions of quivering wisps
like feathers lifted upon a fearsome breeze
we’re drifting higher and higher
as the curtain lifts and the stage alights
the players take their places
promenading and pirouetting and leaping
they wear the masks of our most essential feelings
rage and joy and pain and fear
longing and boredom and courage and despair
they dance for every man’s depravity
they dance for every man’s heroism
they dance for us
and as the orchestra blares we recognize the tune:
the song our souls have sung to us since we were born.
then the performance ends, the players bow
the curtain falls, the lights dim
and the voice of the maître de says,
ladies and gentlemen, it’s time to take your seats.
so what’ll it be for you:
silken couches or plastic folding chairs?
there are sobs in the darkness
and then strained voices ring out like a band of rusty trumpets:
plastic folding chairs
and so it must be!
then there is laughter
and then exuberant voices sing like a chorus of Spring winds:
silken couches
oh how justified it must be!
but I do not reply.
the voice, surprised, beseeches me
so I decide:
the arms of my lover
and all the cosmos to explore
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The GardenThe Garden
take my hand, she says
I will take you far from here
and we enter a lush garden
beneath which cool rivers flow
the plants here are ancient yet young
palms sprout from oaks and fruits fall from pines
as they rise like bistre sequoias upon immense roots
carmine roses bloom beside mauve tulips
verdant fronds tangle with sangria-tinged lianas 
and grey boulders bulge against chartreuse vines
golden sunlight pierces the thick canopy
while silvery cobwebs glisten with moonlight
and fireflies flicker with the sparks of novas
the burgundy earth is flushed, fertile and soft as silk
I could lay down beside her here and sleep 
but she leads me deeper and deeper into the garden
we are nude, wearing nothing but tranquility
holding onto nothing but each other’s hands
her breasts are full and her hips are like the curves of hills
her hair is vibrant, cascading all around her
she is so so beautiful and as she smiles I realize:
it is me whom she desires.
she is leading me deeper and deeper into the garden
further and further from all I have ever known
toward a brilliant light blazing in the forest
it washes over us, dissipating our bodies
but our eyes and lips remain, and our hands do not part
it is time, she says
come with me
I think without thoughts of what I have left behind
of that world I lived in before she brought me to this garden
it was a world of storms and strife, of terror and tears
but it was my world and I loved it 
I can’t, I say to her
I want to, but I can’t
where you are taking me there is nothing to be achieved
there are no challenges to face, no quests to be made
there is no suffering, yes, but there is also no hope
there is no despondency, true, but there is also no love
I do not want serenity, even if I seek it
I need thunder and lightning within and without
but where you are taking me there exists only peace 
and it is the peace I must never have
she stares at me, her omniscience stunned
I squeeze her hand and say, please let me go
tears stream down her cheeks as her fingers slip from mine 
and I slip from the light, back to the chaos from where I came
I’m sorry, I say as I drift away
I’m sorry...
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The FlameThe Flame
I have plummeted · far down into the deeps of dread
all around me is a cavern of igneous stone · quartz and obsidian glowing with red and throbbing heat
there he is, standing upon a cliff · the reason for all existence, the source of all my loss
his face is made of shadow · his glare is blankness
he has schemed against me for his unknown ends · but I’ll not be relenting so easily 
clenching my fists I say · come, let’s end this once and for all
yes, he says · let us end this 

tremors flutter through the earth as we charge · the stones tremble from the clash of our fists 
strangling each other, teeth gnashing, fingers clawing · with a rumble the magma surges below
you are one of my most special creations, he shouts · the believer who would not believe
why me? I scream, why me! damn you! · and we tumble down into the flame
now fire drips from my hair and licks my skin · I rise, rage burning in my core
the cavern begins to crumble from the shock of our blows · rocks crash all around us
you are but a wisp of smoke, he roars · and I am the flame which birthed you
he who is near Me is near the flame · and he who is far from Me is far from the light
damn you and your lies, I cry ·  there must be a truth even greater than you!

can the smoke persist without the flame? · can the flame burn without the smoke? 
we strive against each other · ultimate potential against ultimate ending
yet, neither of us can prevail · two tired foes sinking into the liquid blaze
I melt into heat and blinding red · everything I ever was dissolves until only soul and memory remain
every laugh and every tear, every scent and every sigh · and then all I can see is my lovely’s smile

she was the twirl of incense
graceful frankincense and mirth 

i was the blaze of forest fires
all wind, wrath, and wonder 

she was the spice of bedouin cooking-fires
bitter with mélange and love 

i was the scent of lightning
citrus of photon, fury, and fantasy 

she was the serenity of embers
beautiful unto her last ruby glimmer 

i was the lunacy of electrons
destined to dream, then defy, then dim 

and somewhere in this void of numbness and fire · he whispers to me, his voice soft and kind: 
trapped in the narrowness of your eyes · the answer you have sought was not what you thought
the smoke need not war with the flame · we have fought much too long and perhaps for naught
now open your eyes beyond your eyes, my son · untangle the terrors in which you’ve been caught
open your eyes beyond your eyes, dear one · it is time for the final lesson to be taught...
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YouYou
the path winds through the forest
guiding me to your grotto
your house looks like eternity
speckled with sunbeams 
that slip through the canopy
you’re standing in the doorway
waving at me with a smile
your dress looks good on you
and your eyes look like serenity
in your bedroom upstairs
there’s a stack of pennies on the window sill
and a mantle hanging in the closet
there’re two books on the desk
and an eight-string guitar in your bed
I light a candle
and we put on dancing shoes
you stand on my feet as I twirl around
while a tape deck plays a tune
the song our souls have always sung to us
then you take me outside
and show me your garden
there’s a skull resting on a dollar bill
and lotuses blooming in a pond
I smell the smoke of a cooking fire
smoldering beside a rabbit hole
the sun begins to set
and the stars shimmer in the twilight
there’s a mountain looming over the forest
storm clouds gather at its peak
the trees begin to rustle
lightning flashes
the wind picks up
there’s a way that you feel pressed against me
clinging to my arm as we stroll in the breeze
we return to your doorway
but don’t yet enter
I hesitate: once we go, will anything ever be the same?
you hand me a bottle filled with immortality
and tell me to drink
your smile looks like faith
glowing with the calmness of a far star
and so I drink 
it tastes like life
a mélange of anguish and hope
and now I know that everything will be
and so upon the threshold, I write you a poem
the last poem I’ll ever need to write:
you can’t take anything with you
except the love I have for you
you clutch it close to your heart
and then we cross over
your hand in mine
my hand in yours
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The TranscendenceThe Transcendence
we each lived, we each loved, we each died, from darkness to darkness, flickers passing through a dawn
our deeds were monstrous but our hopes were noble, and all along we were really just frightened and alone
but the truth is not absolution: we each were measured by the might or meagerness of our courage

and why were we ever?  there are no easy answers

she lived, she loved, she died, from solitude to solitude, slipping through the grasp of my embrace
her deeds were foolish but her intentions were kind, and all along she was afraid, seeking a home
but the truth is not absolution: detached yet desirous, she gave herself up too easily

and why were we ever?  there are no easy answers

I lived, I loved, I died, from silence to silence, exploding through the fading echoes of words
my deeds were brave but my ideas were wrong, and all along I was just raging, proud, and self-blind
but the truth is not absolution: chasing mirages, from myself I could never run 
 
and why were we ever?  there are no easy answers
 
I can still see her all those years ago, running towards me, the smile on her lips, the happiness in her eyes
was everything for naught? no, for it was never not, and now I feel the universe surge within my soul 
the veil is lifted, the light is revealed, the final lesson has been taught: I open my eyes and finally I see

why were we ever?  there could never be an easy answer

beyond anxiety and annihilation, beyond bravery and brazenness, beyond can and cannot, beyond daring and despair
beyond entropy and eternity, beyond finitude and forever, beyond grace and the grave, beyond even heaven and hell
beyond every joy and every woe, beyond every body and every soul, beyond everything we have ever and never known

there is beyond – 

and I am free!
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AfterwordAfterword
What began in April 2006 as a lament for the impending end of a three-year romance, grew over the course of two years into 
something much more conceptually interesting and personally meaningful. Originally there were only two poems, The Mantle and 
The Garden, and indeed, the story was going to be named for them, until a spiritual experience in November 2006 convinced me that 
what I was really aiming for was poetic and personal ascension—a transcendence. And so what gradually and painfully emerged was a 
multilayered exploration into the nature of dichotomy, the relationship of God to Man, and a young man’s struggle with not only his 
mortality, but his very self.

As I see it, there are four currents running through the story of The Transcendence: philosophical, metaphysical, dramatic, and 
personal. What now follows is a brief overview of these currents.

The philosophical currentThe philosophical current

The main character, a poet, strives to overcome division, difference, and dichotomy. At every turn in his journey there is opposition, 
be it variety against homogeneity, contingency against eternality, human against divine. The chief metaphors for this combat are the 
smoke’s fight emergence from the flame, the split between “this life” and “the next life,” the relationship of poet to poem, and most of 
all, the image of the strand of smoke in the glass bottle.  

Initially, the poet, believes that dichotomy cannot be overcome. In his eyes, the card deck is stacked against variety, contingency, and 
humanity, in favor of homogeneity, eternality, and divinity. The reason, he believes, is because the card dealer is the very same entity 
who made the game. Disgusted and enraged, the poet decides to champion the losing side.

The decision is momentous, but it comes naturally to him because of his lover’s sudden sickness and death, an event that is also a 
significant catalyst for the plot. However, the framework of the poet’s philosophy is symptomatic of rifts hidden deep within his own 
psyche. It is therefore probably more correspondent with the reality of the poet’s inner world rather than the reality of his outer world.

The inner struggle underlying and energizing the poet’s quest becomes evident by the middle of story, after he arrives in Israel, first in 
the port city of Akka. Far from his home, he quickly begins to have doubts. Panicking, he runs through the streets of Jerusalem and 
beyond, lost and desperate for a resolution he is not yet prepared to possess. He does soon come into possession of it when, at the end 
of the story, he realizes that the dichotomy he was seeking to overcome all along was the one within himself.  

Conflict is itself a dichotomy, for two reasons: first, because it presupposes an in-group and out-group via the language of “enemies”; 
and second, its very idea presupposes the possibility of resolution. The poet eventually realizes this—more, he comes to embody it 
(more about that below). Whether the precise nature of his discovery is that conflicts and dichotomies are illusions in need of 
dispelling, or opposing realities in need of reconciling, in my view is unimportant; the poet’s conflict with God is real for him, and 
dispelling illusions or reconciling opposites could both be legitimate aspects of what it means to transcend.  

The metaphysical currentThe metaphysical current

The poet wages a jihad against God. First foreshadowed in The Destiny but truly beginning with Faithfall and The Mantle, he 
determines that the hidden purpose of death is for God to harvest the eternal element within the universe—the soul—at the expense of 
everything we have ever known and cared for. Hence the motif that God is a bottle-maker who cares only for the contents of his 
creations, but not the creations themselves.  

As with dichotomy, the poet first believes that death cannot be defeated. Again, the reason is because he perceives an imbalance 
intrinsic tob the design of the universe: for the poet, God is like a mother devouring her own helpless infant children. In his 
conception, all that remains for Man is a choice: surrender or resist; he opts for the latter. It does not matter that logically the 
resistance is ultimately futile; what matters is that at least one person refuses to obey.

What I try to hint at all along in the story is that the underlying reality is greyer. The poet’s rebellion, his relentless theocide, is 
precisely what God not only expects of him, but needs from him. Hence the line in The Flame, “you are one of my most special 
creations […] the believer who would not believe.” In my eyes, the poet is actually on a collision course with the real aims of his 
creator: the forging of a new universe from the old. This new universe may be literal, or it may be figurative; either way, the reality is 
that death and life are the same tread upon the same wheel.  

The poet’s acceptance of the truth comes in the form of self-surrender, symbolized by his passing through the final door.  In the 
moment of transcendence that follows, by taking in the true knowledge of conflict and dichotomy he achieves the harmonization
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of eternity and temporality. What then occurs is the Resurrection, as foretold in scriptures and foreshadowed in Dollar Bill Lotus. He 
becomes the jade sage described in that poem: in the new universe that blossoms from his palm, what was once contradictory becomes 
reconciled. A new freedom is realized, a new evolution begins.

The dramatic currentThe dramatic current

The poet’s jihad takes him far from home, both in a physical sense—he departs America for the Middle East—and in a metaphysical 
sense—when the world ends, he is brought from “this life” to the “next life.” Along the way he encounters several people and 
obstacles, all of whom are incarnations or representations of forces and processes within the universe and the afterlife.

I have attempted to re-describe and re-conceptualize the geography of the afterlife as something different than what most people have 
come to expect due to the depictions of traditional monotheistic religion. The “next life” or “afterlife” that the poet discovers is more 
than the abode of eternal punishment or reward. As seen in The Decision, it does still serve that function for the majority of people. 
However, it is ultimately the universe behind the universe, the dimension in which the process of creation occurs and re-occurs: 

 Creation is perpetual and timeless. However, within the linear progression of this story it is re-enacted twice: first during the 
poet’s dream-within-a-dream in The Destiny, and then during his transition through Limbo in Smoke in a Bottle.  

 Paradise is neither never-ending carnal pleasure, nor an abstract, cerebral “beatific vision” of God. Instead, it is serenity, a tender 
intimacy with the source of existence Itself. This is hinted in Xerxs (“thou yearn to flee some hidden serenity”) and actually seen 
in The Garden, when the entity the poet meets therein, the feminine aspect of God, tries to show him what lies beyond paradise.

 The fiery realm depicted in this story may or may not be Hell. Whichever, it is actually the cauldron of creation whose fire God 
the bottle-maker uses to smelt universes into being. The entity the poet battles there is the masculine aspect of God.

 Meanwhile, if there is another candidate for the status of Hell in this story, then it is the winnowing tunnels of The Chambers. 
These represent extreme self-alienation. The poet is right to resist what happens to him there. However, he mistakes it for more 
divine evil, when in reality it is his own divided psyche and his self-absorption expressed in its most terrible form.

What the poet doesn’t realize at his journey’s start is that he is actually seeking wisdom, not justice. Wisdom, as I see it, is 
multifaceted, composed of equal parts self-knowledge, self-surrender, transcendence, serenity, and the willingness to evolve and let 
the chips fall as they may. Thus, just as he is on a collision course with the real aims of his creator, he is also on a collision course with 
his own purpose, namely, to become the jade sage. Wisdom, therefore, is the bloom of self-discovery.

In this regard, of all the poet’s encounters, the most important one may be his debate with his mirror image in The Infidel. This entity 
takes the form of an ascetic mystic who lives upon the Mount of Olives outside Jerusalem. As with any mirror image, the mystic is the 
poet’s opposite but also bears his face, suggesting a truth he can’t yet bear to admit: he is a mystic himself, and his rebellion is itself an 
act of worship, like Jacob wrestling the angel.

The personal currentThe personal current

The poet’s jihad is against himself. The woman in The Garden is his own feminine aspect, and likewise the man in The Flame is his 
own masculine aspect. This man with the concealed face is also the poet’s shadow archetype: everything the poet has rejected about 
himself, everything he has repressed, feared, and loathed about who he really is, becomes embodied in this brutal figure who, for all 
its ferocity and power, is also oddly, calmly perceptive.  

Meanwhile, in order to forge a new universe, God needed someone to represent the old universe. For this reason, the poet and his 
creator find themselves equally matched—without a creation, the creator has no definition, and vice versa. They cannot destroy the 
other without destroying themselves. Rejuvenation and resurrection only becomes possible with this dichotomy’s resolution. 
Similarly, in order to forge a new identity, the poet needed something to represent his old self. Thus, because he is essentially 
combating himself, he and the man with the concealed face are equally matched. Their descent into the magma signifies the resolution 
between creator and created, and between an angry, confused young man and his true, mature self.  

From the metaphysical perspective, the jade sage is the poet’s true self. However, it isn’t required that we grant such a grandiose 
interpretation. The jade sage, in its essence representing holisticism, maturity, loving detachment, and calm insight, could also be seen 
as his innate potential by birthright as a creation. In other words, there is nothing necessarily special about the poet: he is any of us.  

For what it’s worth, that’s my view of the jade sage. The reason I see it that way is because as I wrote the concluding parts of this 
story, I began to realize that the poet is me. His quest has been my quest to find myself, the man with the concealed face has been 
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my shadow, the jade sage my ideal, and the new universe my life without self-hatred, without narcissism, without preconceptions and 
rigidity and fear. The years it has taken me to write this story and prepare this manuscript have been an arduous struggle for me to 
learn how to accept myself as I am. They have been years well spent.      

ConclusionConclusion

As frequently happens, the author isn’t always his best interpreter. In fact, I hope you’ve made your own interpretations. But now is 
the appropriate time to make a few closing comments about my poems, as well as to acknowledge my creative debts.

Without question, my favorite poem in the whole book is The Vigil, which was also the last to be written. I feel that a lot is 
accomplished stylistically, philosophically, and personally with this one. Its descriptions are visceral, so much so that I’m surprised I 
actually wrote them. The poem’s conclusion has incredible power for me, as well, for there is a real vulnerability in it—and a 
foreshadowing of the ascension to come. The presence of the Yaakov skull from Xerxs and the lover’s mirage (or ghost?) is also very 
meaningful for me. Perhaps he and I had not been as alone during our journey as we thought; all along there were forces that believed 
in us and our story of a man in search of himself.

For similar reasons I’m also very proud of Xerxs, Faithfall, Smoke in a Bottle and The Chambers, the last being a poem I kept putting 
off until I could avoid it no longer but with which I was ultimately very pleased. Remarkably, most of Xerxs was written in a single 
sitting, as was Smoke in a Bottle; Faithfall was a much more laborious process, but worth it. Of course, among most of my friends the 
crown jewels have always been The Garden and The Mantle, and I tend to agree with them, as these have a common man's simplicity 
to them that yet still someohow touch something of the sublime or perennial. As for the other poems, I feel that Mélange and The 
Transcendence are personal accomplishments. Regarding the latter, for me, its flaws make it just as great as its strengths. I also feel 
there are good moments in Ferocious and Beautiful and Late Ghost. The jarring juxtaposition in the latter of a rather melodramatic 
ocean voyage and the surreal banality of the poet's lovely capture how I think a real paranormal encounter would actually go: the 
ghost being stuck in a kind of nowhere and no-when, an existence resembling the fragmented memories of the one who, still alive, 
misses her dearly. The Secrets of Her Bedroom and Sheolette are perhaps the most disturbing of the poems, exploring as they do the 
analogy between making love and dying, as well as the feminine and masculine sides of the death archetype. I'm proud that I had the 
stomach to write them. I struggled to find a home for Undaunted Dante. This was a personal favorite, and Ben had a fun time making 
the artwork for it by studying M.C. Escher. When all was said and done, I chose to place it at the very beginning, to serve as a 
prologue for the reader to enter into the mind of the main character and establish his existentialist constitution.

With all that said, there are, however, some poems with which I’m disappointed. In particular are those with a lot of expository or 
narrative, as these lack the flow and power of the other poems. Late Ghost is actually among these, but the worst offenders are by far 
the very un-subtle Shimmering and Annihilating, the maze-like The Infidel, and the melodramatic The Flame. Indeed, with The Infidel, 
I just could not think of a way to end it! Then again, perhaps its inconclusiveness is appropriate, for at that stage in the poet’s journey 
he was very much in a state of confusion.  

For those of you who are fans of Visual Audio Sensory Theater, also known as VAST, you have probably heard much of Jon Crosby 
in these poems, even a line here and there directly inspired by his songs. The truth is that VAST’s self-titled debut album was a 
humongous influence upon this story, and so I thank Jon Crosby for his inspiration. Along these lines, some of you may have 
recognized portions of the ascetic’s dialogue in The Infidel. That's because I adapted quotes from Seyyed Hossein Nasr and Khalil 
Gibran for the purposes of the poem.  

Most of these poems have been previously unpublished, except for Counting Pennies, which appeared in the Summer 2006 issue of 
Philadelphia Stories, and Xerxs, which appeared in the Spring 2007 issue of La Salle University’s Grimoire. As mentioned before, 
another poem with the title Smoke in a Bottle does exist, the only copy of which, as far as I know, can be found collecting dust in my 
uncle's study, alongside many early versions of such poems as These Are My Dancing Shoes.

I don’t even know where to begin in terms of thanking Benjamin Harvey. He has been consistent, persistent, and patient. Most of all, 
he has tolerated the presence of my paltry art alongside his spectacular work. And by the way, about that: all artwork is by Benjamin 
Harvey except for the front and back covers, the table of contents, and the poems Dollar Bill Lotus, Her Dress, Mélange, The Vigil, 
and Tape Deck Devil, which are by me. All other artwork—the quality of which very frequently stuns me—is by him.

Chon Phoeuk was the original inspiration for this story, both literally and psychologically. She was the one who first told me I should 
consider making a chapbook, perhaps one in which the poems came together to tell a story. She is also the model of the poet's lovely 
who appears in several of the images herein. In truth, that's because she was the original inspiration behind the poet’s lovely.

 
Finally, were it not for the help of Lisa Bottalico many of these poems would have been unbearably sappy and stiff. In particular, her 
advice worked wonders for These Are My Dancing Shoes, but her touch is pervasive throughout the entire book. A truly remarkable 
writer. And with that, to you, my reader, I say: go in peace, and go with God.
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